Editorial: mesalazine to prevent recurrent acute diverticulitis -the final nail in the coffin. Authors' reply
We thank Drs Gracie and Ford for their editorial 1 on our study. 2 We fully agree that the use of mesalazine for preventing recurrence of true diverticulitis cannot be recommended. Although this issue is now solved, the treatment dilemma of the many patients with pain in the left lower quadrant of the abdomen associated with diverticula remains. General excision of the sigmoid colon of diverticulitis patients does not seem a viable alternative, as persistent symptoms remain in a significant group of patients. 3 However, a recent meta-analysis of patient-reported outcomes suggested that elective surgery on well-defined patients might be more beneficial than conservative treatment. 4 In addition, well-characterised patients with "smoldering" diverticulitis seem to benefit from surgical procedures. 5 With regard to conservative management, a placebo-controlled study has shown therapeutic effects on abdominal pain in acute uncomplicated diverticular disease (DD) 6 and a systematic review described symptomatic control by mesalazine in symptomatic uncomplicated DD (SUDD), 7 a subgroup of chronic DD, which seems to be closely related to irritable bowel syndrome. 8 Here, a final highquality trial is urgently needed to clarify the effects of mesalazine in the treatment of SUDD.
Another subgroup of DD/diverticulitis is segmental colitis-associated DD (SCAD), 9 which is poorly studied. No formal trials are existing, but many doctors treat their patients with mesalazine.
What can we conclude from this short overview? High-quality protocols for controlled trials in DD/diverticulitis have to consider modern classification. 10 For inclusion, study patients need to be strictly classified with adequate procedures. Before we quash old drugs used for many years by many doctors around the world such as mesalazine, we should focus efforts to improve our treatment strategies in DD/diverticulitis not only by testing new drugs but also by re-evaluating old compounds using strictly-defined patient populations.
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